A Wonderful Past
A Bright Future

Chapter
One

to think, to learn, to achieve, to care

Welcome,
Welcome Back,
and an
Introduction
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The New Guy

Where I’ve been
Who I am
What I love

Things I try to avoid
and fear
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Where I’ve been…
Born in South Dakota on Ellsworth Air
Force Base in Rapid City.
Moved to Denver when 2 ½.
Moved to Greenwood Elementary in
grade 2.5
UNM and CU
Subbed for a half year
Taught one year of 8th grade off Colfax
2 years in grad school & stay at home
dad
9 years in Brighton – teacher, coach,
dean
7 years in DCSD – AP and principal
This is year 8 in CCSD – Dry Creek,
Canyon Creek, CHVE

Who I am
Husband and Father
Educator
Competitor
Honest
Imperfect
Quirky – I can live with these
- Idiosyncratic
- Odd
- Unconventional
- Eccentric
- Weird
These I’m not so happy with!
- Bizarre
- Strange

- Freakish
- In left field

What I love…

Service, laughing,
friendship, bikes,
family, collaboration,
children, pie, and my
health.

Things I avoid and fear..

Chapter Two
A Simple Philosophy
for our Staff.
Our Theme for the Year
to think, to learn, to achieve, to care
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Chapter Two
What we
believe about
CHVE and
teaching…

I Believe
I believe that every child is entitled to the
very best we can provide to help them succeed
and grow academically and socially…even if
it leaves us exhausted.
I believe that each of us has an even bigger
effect on children than we realize.
I believe that every child can learn. And that
if they aren’t learning, it’s our fault, not
theirs.
I believe that children won’t learn from you,
or listen to you, if they don’t like you.
to think, to learn, to achieve, to care

I believe that our staff will better at our jobs at
the end of this year than we are right now.
I believe that no child should ever be humiliated
by an adult.
I believe two heads are better than one.
I believe that I sometimes need time to think.
I believe that students need to learn to fail so
that they can succeed.
I believe one harsh word can erase a thousand
kind words.
I believe in defending my teachers if what they
are doing what is right for our students.
I believe listening is the most important thing
that I do everyday.
I believe good teaching is hard work.
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Tightening the Belt
RESPONDING TO A NEED:
While meeting with employees
since last April, I heard a
common desire for Processes
and Procedures to be put in
place in certain areas.

Teacher Collaboration
Arrival/Dismissal
School-Wide Discipline
to think, to learn, to achieve, to care
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Professional
Learning
Communities
A Focus on Learning
Focused, intentional meetings where
teachers ask teammates:
1. What do we want kids to know?
2. How do we know when they know
it?
3. What to we do when they already
know it?
4. What do we do when they didn’t get
it?

Collaborative Culture – No more
working in isolation.
Collective Inquiry – Guided Questions
that examine best practices in
teaching and best practices in
learning.
Action Orientation – Turning
aspirations into action and visions into
reality.
Commitment to Continuous
Improvement – A persistent search
for a better way to achieve goals and
improve CHVE.
Results Orientation – Assessment of
teaching and learning based on
results rather than intentions.

GROWTH
• For Teachers and Students
• If you aren’t moving ahead, you
are falling behind
• Growth for Every Child
• Scores (2018)
• Achievement - Within 2% of 2017
• Growth – A drop of 10% of 2017

• Address via collaboration,
differentiation, pre/post test,
knowing every child, and
teaching the standards

Arrival and Dismissal
• Soft Start
• Kids enter calmly at 7:50

• Supervision Procedure
• Teachers in halls watching kids
arrive

• Exit Procedure
• Teachers walking classes to doors
to prevent running, etc.

School-Wide Discipline
• Same Expectations and Rewards
• Procedure for “Referral”
• Think Sheets
• Parent Calls when something is
important enough to be sent
home. (Not every Think Sheet
will be sent home.)
• When behavior is beyond a
Think Sheet, a Referral will be
sent home. Parents will be called
on every Referral.

Cherry Hills Village Elementary School Think Sheet
Name: ____________________________________________
Angry

Happy

Guilty

Frightened

Date: ___________________
Sad

Embarrassed

Frustrated

Worried

Silly

Left Out

I am feeling:

This time I…

Next time I…

This is a mistake with

Safety
Did I apologize?

Ownership
Yes

____________________________
Student’s Signature

No

Attitude
Do I need to
apologize?

____________________________
Teacher’s Signature

Respect
Yes

No

____________________________
Parent / Guardian’s Signature

ZONES OF
REGULATION
to think, to learn, to achieve, to care
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Zones of Regulation
Last year, Mrs. Drvenkar and the staff (and teachers across the district and country) identified
self-regulation as an area many students could use help developing. Self-regulation goes by
many names, such as self-control, self-management and impulse control. Whether too serious,
too anxious, too silly or too angry, most all students struggle with self-regulation at some point
in their school lives.
Based on the work of Michelle Garcia Winner, Leah Kuypers has developed a simple curriculum
for schools to use to help students become more self-aware. Our staff will be teaching all
students short lessons throughout the year that are designed to help students recognize if they
are in the:
Blue Zone (A low state of alertness – tired, sad, sick, bored.)
Green Zone (An ideal state of alertness for the classroom – calm, happy, focused.)
Yellow Zone (A heightened state of alertness – stress, frustration, anxiety, excitement, silliness or
fear.)
Or the Red Zone (An extremely heightened state of alertness – anger, rage, explosive behavior,
panic, extreme grief, terror or elation.)

The teaching of these feelings has been going on for years informally in every elementary
classroom in one way or another. By applying a color system and identifying terminology, it
will allow ALL of our staff members to help students identify and, hopefully, better manage
their behavior throughout the school day. Along with the alternative seating, brain breaks
and other interventions teachers are already using to help maximize learning, each
classroom now also has a “Zones Toolkit” that our teachers put together to help students
who are struggling to stay in the Green Zone find their way back. In these kits are various
timers, brain games, drawing tools, and physical manipulatives that help occupy or activate
the brain to increase the chance for students to return to the optimal learning zone.

100 Day Plan Implementation Checkpoints
Progress
Checkpoints

10 Days From
now

20 Days From
Now

40 Days From Now

80 Days From Now

90 Days From
Now

100 Days From
Now

Checkpoint date

8-24-18

9-10-18

10-12-18

12-21-18

3-1-18

3-15-18

Stage of
Implementation

Exploration

Installation

Initial
Implementation

Full Implementation

Innovation

Sustaining

Desired Outcomes:
Describe the
expected changes in
teaching and/or
learning as a result
of this initiative?

Share the plan
and build
knowledge
among staff.
Answer
questions.

Establish team
norms. Gather
feedback and
tweak plan
(subject area).
Begin to analyze
baseline data with
equity lens.

Implement new
structures for
differentiation within
the homeroom class
that are in support
of team goals and
CRE.

Continue to
differentiate and
begin to see growth
in students across
all ability levels and
cultural groups.

Continue to
differentiate and
begin to see
growth in
students across
all ability levels
and cultural
groups.

Share lessons
learned, gain new
perspectives,
share ideas of
successful
differentiation
across different
grade levels.

Teaching Behavior:
What changes in
practice, language,
and relationships are
anticipated?

Build shared
vocabulary
around
intervention,
remediation,
extension, and
acceleration.

Work with IF who
focuses on
differentiation for
an all staff intro
presentation.

Team training (in
grade level groups)
with the IF who
focuses on
differentiation.
Incorporate 3
themes of CRE.

Continue to
collaborate with IF.
Individual time with
IF in classrooms for
co-teaching.
Incorporate next 3
themes of CRE.

Continue to
collaborate with
IF. Individual
time with IF in
classrooms for
co-teaching.

Visit other
classrooms in
other grade levels
to observe
differentiation in
action. Schedule
time for others to
observe ours
classroom.

Progress
Monitoring: How
will you measure and
progress monitor?

We will discuss
the plan with
our teams and
make sure all
understand.

Facilitators will
check in with their
team to be sure all
are committed to
the plan and the
team.

Feedback from IF.
Collect formative
and summative data
for the subject
chosen. Check data
with equity lens.

Feedback from IF.
Collect formative
and summative data
for the chosen
subject. Check data
with equity lens.

Collect and
analyze
summative
data. Analyze
data for growth
from an equity
lens.

Observers will fill
out a feedback
form of positive
takeaways from
classroom visit.

Artifacts:
What evidence will
be collected

100 Day Plan
Document

Materials from
presentation.
Baseline data.

Data on the effect of
differentiation
(growth).

Data on the effect of
differentiation
(growth).

Summative data
on growth.

Share compiled
differentiation idea
toolkit.

Thank You for
Listening!
Questions?

